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		If you're a developer looking to supplement your own data tools and services, this concise ebook covers the most useful sources of public data available today. You'll find useful information on APIs that offer broad coverage, tie their data to the outside world, and are either accessible online or feature downloadable bulk data. You'll also find code and helpful links.

	
		This guide organizes APIs by the subjects they cover—such as websites, people, or places—so you can quickly locate the best resources for augmenting the data you handle in your own service. Categories include:

		
			Website tools such as WHOIS, bit.ly, and Compete
	
			Services that use email addresses as search terms, including Github
	
			Finding information from just a name, with APIs such as WhitePages
	
			Services, such as Klout, for locating people with Facebook and Twitter accounts
	
			Search APIs, including BOSS and Wikipedia
	
			Geographical data sources, including SimpleGeo and U.S. Census
	
			Company information APIs, such as CrunchBase and ZoomInfo
	
			APIs that list IP addresses, such as MaxMind
	
			Services that list books, films, music, and products
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Emerging Epidemics: Management and ControlJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A global perspective on the management and prevention of emerging and re-emerging diseases


	Emerging infectious diseases are newly identified or otherwise previously unknown infections that cause public health challenges. Re-emerging infectious diseases are due to both the reappearance of and an increase in the number of...
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Repairing and Querying Databases under Aggregate Constraints (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Research has deeply investigated several issues related to the use of integrity constraints on relational databases. In particular, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the problem of extracting "reliable" information from databases containing pieces of information inconsistent with regard to some integrity constraints. In...
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Install and use the leading Linux distribution today!
Here's how to set up, manage, and upgrade RHEL Desktop, WS, AS, and ES versions     

If you need to get rolling with the newest generation of Red Hat Enterprise Linux in a hurry, you'll tip your hat to this friendly guide. It walks you through all the system administration and...
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Airplane Flight Dynamics and Automatic Flight Controls Pt. 1Darcorporation, 2001

	In this two-part textbook, methods are presented for analysis and synthesis of the steady state
	and perturbed state (open and closed loop) stability and control of fixed wing aircraft.
	Part I contains Chapters 1-6 and Appendices A-D. Part ÐŸ contains Chapters 7-12 as well
	as Appendix E.


	The book is aimed at junior, senior...
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Writing Excel Macros with VBA (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002

	Newly updated for Excel 2002, Writing Excel Macros with VBA, 2nd Edition provides Excel power-users, as well as programmers who are unfamiliar with the Excel object model, with a solid introduction to writing Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) macros and programs for Excel. In particular, the book focuses on:
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How to Read Faster and Recall MoreHow to Books, 2007

	In today's information-laden and time-constrained world we are required to digest an increasing amount of written and printed material. Most people, in their capacity as student, job seeker, employee or leisure reader, want to be able to deal with their daily reading faster and also recall it effectively. This book gives you the means to...
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